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Abstract
The Jefferson Lab Electron-Ion Collider (JLEIC) is an
asymmetric high luminosity ring-ring collider proposed as
the next major R&D facility for the nuclear physics community. Both of JLEIC’s electron and ion collider rings
have high beam current with gaps serving the purposes of
beam abort, ion clearing, etc. Such a time-varying beam
loading in the RF cavities would generate modulation in
cavity RF phase/voltage, causing cyclic shift of collision
point and potential luminosity loss. We studied a few approaches to mitigate the RF phase modulation and IP shift,
such as correcting the RF phase/voltage modulation with
traditional LLRF feedback, one-turn feedback (OTFB), or
RF feedforward (FF); optimizing the bunch fill pattern to
limit the RF phase/voltage modulation to a small fraction
of the bunch trains in the collider ring; or matching the RF
phase modulation in the two rings. The preliminary results
are discussed in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
JLEIC is a high luminosity electron-ion collider. After a
few rounds of design iteration, currently JLEIC is designed
for 3-12 GeV electrons and 20-200 GeV protons (or other
ions of the same maximum magnetic rigidity), with the
possibility to upgrade to higher energy. The luminosity optimization strategies of JLEIC require beams with high
bunch repetition rate, short bunch length, low emittance,
and high current in both rings [1]. JLEIC’s beam current is
up to 0.75 A for proton and 3.6 A for electron, but varies
with different beam energy and ion species.
In the current design, the JLEIC electron ring will reuse
the PEP-II RF system retuned to approximately 476.3 MHz
with single cell normal conducting cavities of ~0.8 MV
maximum voltage, and the ion ring will use a newly designed 952.6 MHz superconducting RF (SRF) system with
24 two-cell cavities of 2.4 MV maximum voltage. The
short bunch length in JLEIC requires high bunching RF
voltages and strong reactive beam loading, with 57.6 MV
nominal voltage in the ion ring, while the RF voltage in the
electron ring ranges from a few MV to 30MV, depending
on beam energy.
Both JLEIC’s collider rings require beam current gaps
for beam abort and other purposes. Currently the ion ring
has two gaps of 267 ns each, determined by the minimum
abort kicker rise time and JLEIC’s ion bunch formation
process with binary splitting [2]. The electron ring gap
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length was initially chosen to match the ion ring gap. The
missing reactive beam loading in those gaps will cause
strong phase modulation in the two rings. In case of synchrotron phase ϕs=0, optimum detuning and constant klystron drive, the maximum RF phase modulation can be calculated as [3]:
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where Ib is the DC beam current, and τgap is the time length
of the gap. JLEIC’s two rings are asymmetric and usually
would have different phase modulation response, resulting
in cyclic longitudinal shift of the interaction point (IP).
With the small β* in JLEIC, this IP shift could cause significant luminosity loss if not corrected. Figure 1 shows
different phase modulation in JLEIC’s two rings for the
case of 10 GeV electron (Ib≈ 0.7 A, Vcucosϕs≈ 0.6 MV),
and 100 GeV ions (Ib=0.75 A, Vc=2.4 MV). These cavity
parameters were also used for the quantitative results (simulation and analytical) shown in the next section, unless
specifically mentioned. For the cases with lower electron
energy (higher beam current, lower cavity voltage) and
possibly lower ion ring beam current (i.e. heavy ions), the
two rings’ RF phase mismatch will be more significant.

Figure 1: RF phase modulation in JLEIC bunching cavities caused by transient beam loading.

CORRECTING THE RF PHASE MODULATION IN JLEIC
There are a few approaches to mitigate the IP shift
caused by transient beam loading. The phase modulation
can be corrected by the “traditional” LLRF feedback,
OTFB, or feedforward; or we can use an adaptive algorithm to match the RF phase modulation in the two rings
and mitigate the IP shift. The LLRF model for JLEIC with
all these schemes is shown in Fig. 2. We simulated these
schemes with JLEIC beam parameters of 10 GeV 0.7 A
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electrons and 100 GeV 0.75 A ions. We could also modify
the bunch fill pattern to correct the phase modulation.

3 shows the IP offset and klystron drive for both cases of
the traditional LLRF feedback and OTFB.

Feedback

Feedforward

We first consider the traditional LLRF feedback system
with a digital loop (low bandwidth) and an analog loop
(high bandwidth). With a realistic delay of 320 ns, the
beam phase modulation is regulated well after the first 1
μs. The peak to peak IP shift is 18.7 ps (5.6 mm), which is
similar to the case of constant klystron drive; however the
rms IP shift is reduced to 5.1 ps (1.5 mm). The klystron
power needed in the electron ring is about 425 kW per cavity, which fits to the design using each of the existing PEPII 1.2 MW klystron to drive two cavities; the ion ring requires approximately 150 kW per cavity, or 3.6 MW total.

Similar to the RF feedback, a feedforward system controls the klystron input. But its input is the beam position
rather than the cavity voltage. It can thus measure the beam
current and compensate it through the klystron.

a)

Figure 2: Proposed JLEIC LLRF diagram.

a)

b)
Figure 4: JLEIC cavity RF phase modulation (a) and klystron power (b) using feedforward, with realistic delay.
With an ideal feedforward system, it’s possible to completely correct the RF phase modulation by switching the
klystron drive phase and amplitude when the instantaneous
beam current changes. With optimum steady-state detuning, the RF power needed during the gap would be very
high. To minimize the peak klystron power, the detuning
must be adjusted. For the ion ring, we can adopt the “Halfdetuning” scheme [4], reducing the detuning angle to half
of optimum detuning. In such a scheme, the klystron power
needed for the beam and no-beam segments are equal
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b)
Figure 3: JLEIC cavity RF phase modulation (a) and klystron power (b) using “simple” LLRF feedback or OTFB,
with realistic delay.
We can improve the phase modulation correction with a
OTFB system reducing the peak to peak IP shift to 4.2 ps
(1.3mm), or 0.85 ps (0.25mm) rms. The RF power in the
electron ring increases slightly to 450 kW per cavity, and it
almost tripled to 430 kW per cavity in the ion ring. Figure
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Figure 5: Matching the RF phase reference modulation in
JLEIC’s electron ring and ion ring.
We can further optimize the cavity coupling to minimize
the klystron power. For SRF cavities in the ion ring, the
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optimized loaded Q is ܳ ൌ ʹܸ Τሺܫ ܴ Τܳ ሻ, resulting klystron power of ܲ ൌ ܫ ܸ ΤͶ . For the JLEIC ion ring with
0.75 A beam current, we would need 450 kW per cavity or
10.8 MW total, not including any overhead required by
system delay, waveguide loss, etc.
Figure 4 shows the simulation results in JLEIC in a realistic system. The peak to peak IP shift is 1.6 ps (dominated
by the initial and final transients) and the standard deviation is 0.07 ps. For the electron ring, the coupling of the
existing PEP-II cavities is assumed to be due to the design.
The RF power needed per cavity is 680 kW in the ion ring,
and 480 kW in the electron ring.

RF Phase Reference Modulation
Among the previously discussed schemes for JLEIC RF
transient mitigation, the simple LLRF can’t correct the
phase modulation sufficiently; both the OTFB and FF
schemes require more than 10 MW total RF power in the
ion ring, which becomes a new cost driver. The RF power
per SRF cavity is also challenging for the coupler design.
Alternatively, the RF power required can be reduced significantly by letting the beam current drive the cavity voltage modulation, accepting a phase shift along the bunch
train but matching it between the two rings, as demonstrated at LHC [5].
To minimize the RF power needed in one ring, the RF
reference could follow the modulation in the case of an
ideal ring with CW klystron drive. Using default parameters, JLEIC’s two asymmetric rings have different RF reference, as shown in Fig. 1. Such a modulation is determined by parameters including beam current, cavity R/Q
and voltage, as well as gap length. Although all these parameters can be used to match the RF phase reference modulation, in reality the electron ring gap length is the only
continuous free knob with a large range. Figure 5 shows
that after reducing the electron ring gap from 267 ns to
183 ns (from gap of 128 bunches to 87 bunches), the two
rings’ phase reference modulation can be matched. The
range of IP collision time shift is ±18 ps. Initial simulation
shows that the ion ring requires approximately 115 kW
per cavity and 2.8 MW total, while the electron ring
requires 435 kW per cavity. For low energy cases with
higher electron beam current, and probably also lower
electron ring RF voltage and ion beam current, the
electron ring gaps will have to be further shrunk to the
limit of the abort gap; the ion ring gap length can also be
doubled if necessary. The ion ring cavity coupling used in
this simulation was optimized to mini-mize the RF power
for fully correcting the phase modula-tion with “Halfdetuning”, and can be optimized further to reduce the RF
power in the phase reference modulation scheme.
One concern for the phase reference modulation is the
beam transverse shift at IP along the bunch train caused by
coherent crabbing phase error. Attempting to correct that
error by matching the crab voltage reference to the bunch
voltage phase modulation requires a lot of RF power, cancelling the RF power saving of the RF phase modulation
scheme. Although JLEIC’s two rings are asymmetric, they
have the same crabbing angle, resulting in exactly same
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transverse shift at IP. However, when particles are longitudinally off from the IP, the transverse shift caused by crabbing phase modulation will be different in the two rings,
potentially reducing the luminosity. A study for HL-LHC
[6] showed a luminosity loss of ~2% due to coherent crabbing phase error with crabbing time offset of 100 ps. With
the shorter bunch length and smaller crabbing time offset,
the luminosity loss from coherent crabbing phase error in
JLEIC is expected to be even smaller. Quantitative evaluation of this luminosity loss, both analytical and numerical,
is still needed for JLEIC.
The matching of phase reference modulation assumes
that the two rings have the same revolution time. JLEIC’s
electron/ion beam synchronization scheme requires changing the harmonic number in the ion ring at very low energy
(<38 GeV/u for the current baseline) to reduce the RF frequency and electron ring circumference change [7], a.k.a.
“gear changing”. In this case we need to correct the phase
modulation with either OTFB or FF. JLEIC can choose to
install ~115 kW klystrons in the ion ring to satisfy the 0.75 A
57.6 MV operation above 38 GeV/u, and operate with
reduced ion beam current and RF voltage for ion energy
below 38 GeV/u. We may also relax the requirement of the
maximum IP shift. Actually for most of JLEIC’s operating
scenarios with ion energy below 38 GeV/u, the high beam
current and short bunch length are already less attractive
due to the lack of bunched beam cooling during collision
and stronger IBS effect, and also constrained by the space
charge limit during the bunch formation (for heavy ions) or
during collision (for low energy protons).

Modifying the Bunch Train Fill Pattern
We also explored another approach to eliminate the low
order driving term of the transient beam loading by modifying the bunch train fill pattern. We can increase the intensity of the bunches around the gaps to average out the
missing beam loading in the gaps, so the RF phase modulation can be almost eliminated in the normal intensity segments of the bunch train. This principle has been demonstrated experimentally for electron rings at both BEPC-II
and ALS [8]. For the JLEIC ion ring, the bunch formation
process to generate the higher intensity segments remains
a challenge, especially due to the space charge limit.

CONCLUSION
We studied a few options to either correct the RF phase
modulation due to transient beam loading in JLEIC, or mitigate the IP shift by modulating the RF phase of the two
rings with matched reference. The preliminary results
showed that matching the RF phase reference of JLEIC’s
two rings is feasible and can be the baseline for most of
JLEIC’s energy range with moderate RF power. At lower
ion energy (<38 GeV/u) when JLEIC’s beam synchronization scheme engages “gear changing”, we need to correct
the phase modulation in both rings using the feedback or
feedforward schemes, and reducing the ion beam current
and RF voltage if needed. We need to repeat the studies for
other beam parameter combinations, especially the cases
with lower energy/higher beam current in the electron ring.
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